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It’s an enormous pleasure and feel respected to organize 

11th World Congress on Bioavailability and Bioequivalence 

scheduled during November 2020 at Istanbul, Turkey. The 

conference is mainly focused on the theme of “The 

rationale of BA/BE studies for Pharmaceutical business 

and Public health”.  

 

BABE 2020 is designed with the keynote sessions, session 

lectures, poster presentations, presentations from the 

young researchers, panel Discussions, and the B2B 

meetings with worldrenowned speakers from the stream of 

clinical and pharmaceutical sciences. It provides the best 

platform for the researchers to the researchers all over 

globe to introduce themselves to the innovative world with 

their unique research. Its an open forum to discuss new 

researches and the challenges faced during the BA/BE 

studies, manufacturing the generic drugs and their effect 

on the public health. 

 

Working under the theme "Unfolding Innovations in 

Bioequivalence/Bioavailability and Related Science" this 

unique international conference will opportunity to reach 

the largest assemblage of participants from the 

Pharmaceutical community to gather and share their 

insights and convey recent developments in the field of 

generic drug research and current challenges and 

possibilities in modeling a new drug and breakthroughs in  

Drug development, Generic drug safety, Novel trends and 

advanced strategies involving bioavailability bioequivalence 

research. This is a true forum where ideas and discussion 

is driven by the participants and interaction with peers and 

others leads to fruitful outcomes  

BABE 2020 is a 3-day event offering the Exhibition, at 

venue to showcase the new and emerging technologies 

and have wider sessions involving Keynote presentation, 

Oral, YRF ( student presentation), poster, e-poster 

presentations. World-renowned speakers and eminent 

delegates across the globe attending the conference, to 

share their valuable presentation on the most recent and 

advanced techniques, developments, and the newest 

updates are the prominent features of the conference 

 

Generic medicine is the medicines that are prescribed and 

sold-out beneath the nonproprietary name of their active 

ingredients or not below the brand or trade name.it is only 

under the general descriptive name. Generic drugs only 

produced after the patent on a drug expires. Generics 

drugs are same quality as well as the branded drugs, but it 

is less expensive due to the lower cost using for the 

research and development. 

 

The total revenue from drug sales across the UAE stands 

at $1.2 billion a year (Dh4.4 billion), the Department of 

Health, Abu Dhabi announced 25 percent of this was from 

sale of generic drugs, known as generics in short. The 

prices of the drug in UAE are very high other than the 
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global markets so it needs to be reduced as soon as 

possible by using the Generic drugs. In last decade 

generic drugs have saved $1.67 trillion in the U.S. health 

care system and generated $253 billion savings only in 

2016. 

Medicare savings are $77 billion and Medicaid 

savings are $37.9 billion. Generics dispensed are 89% of 

prescriptions total drugs cost is 26%. During 2011-2017 

CAGR of 13% growth has been witnessed in the generic 

drug market. 

 

The GCC countries, comprised of Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE, make up an integral part 

of the Middle East's pharmaceutical sector. The gradual 

lowering of medicine prices within the Gulf region, growing 

awareness of generic drugs, and increasing insurance 

coverage within the GCCis shown below. BMI has taken 

this opportunity to survey the landscape of the generic 

drugs market in the region and assess the market's growth 

over the coming years. 

 

The global clinical trial market having the probability to 

reach USD 65.2 billion. Many fields like increase 

development of clinical trials in international level( called 

Globalization), development of new treatments such as 

individual medicine, evolution in technology, and 

increasing demand for CROs to conduct clinical trials are 

impacted by the key drivers. The globalization of clinical 

trials has prompted increment in interest in development of 

new product in known countries, positively affecting the 

general market. By giving them the choice to outsource 

what they believe is past their center mastery, the 

accessibility of the huge range of administrations from 

sedate revelation to post-showcasing reconnaissance has 

additionally streamlined the life for medium size and little 

scale pharmaceutical and  biotechnological association. For 

example, Pfizer put 3 CROs working, at present for 

improving the item portfolio and advancement. According to 

the association associated with ICON in 2011, Pfizer would 

protect the merchandise for the preliminaries and studies 

directed by ICON, consequently enabling the organization 

to center and further build up its abilities in clinical 

preliminary outlining. 

  

In pharmacology, bioavailability is a subcategory of 

retention and is the portion of a directed portion of 

unaltered medication that arrives at the fundamental 

dissemination, one of the head pharmacokinetic properties 

of medications. By definition, when a drug is regulated 

intravenously, its bioavailability is 100%. 

Bioavailability (BA) is a term utilized in pharmacology and 

nourishing and ecological sciences. In pharmacology, it 

alludes to the degree and rate at which a directed 

medication is consumed by the body's circulatory 

framework, the foundational flow. A near bioavailability 

study alludes to the examination of bio availabilities of 

various definitions of a similar medication or distinctive 

medication items, Oral bioavailability (F%) is the portion of 

an oral controlled medication that arrives at fundamental 

flow. After intravenous organization, amedication is 

legitimately and completely accessible in the circulatory 

system and can be conveyed using fundamental flow to the 

point where a pharmacological impact happens. 

Bioavailability is the degree to which a nutrient is available 

to the body for use and measures the rate that a 

supplement is absorbed within the body after it has been 

administered. Just because you take a certain dose of a 

product, doesn't always mean that is exactly what your 

body will receive. Bioavailability is defined as the 

percentage of an administered dose of unchanged 
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medicine that reaches the bloodstream. Bioequivalence is 

a term in pharmacokinetics used to assess the expected in 

vivo biological equivalence of two proprietary preparations 

of a drug. If two products are said to be bioequivalent it 

means that they would be expected to be, for all intents 

and purposes, the same. 

 

Bioavailability is one of the essential concerns related with 

promoted drugs; truth be told, different examinations 

demonstrate that around 40% of accessible medications 

are inadequately bioavailable. As the medication engineers 

move their concentration towards the improvement of 

lipophilic medication exacerbates, the issue with watery 

bioavailability of the medications is probably going to 

increment further. It is assessed that around 90% of NCEs 

have a place with BCS class II and IV, which are known to 

be related to low porousness. Given that an enormous 

number of medications neglect to arrive at the market 

because of poor bioavailability, the industry is searching 

for different strategies to alleviate this test. Besides, the 

same number of organizations tries to re-detail existing 

item up-and-comers that display poor bioavailability; the 

interest for novel bioavailability upgrade strategies has 

developed altogether. 

To take into account this expanding request, a few 

agreement producers and innovation suppliers have 

developed in this space. With more than 150 organizations 

offering advancements and administrations for 

bioavailability upgrade, the market is profoundly divided; 

having said that, few acquisitions have additionally 

occurred as partners endeavor to expand their help 

portfolios. Various players have created novel,cutting edge 

innovations to keep up an aggressive edge in this quickly 

developing business sector. As medication engineers keep 

on assessing novel medication targets and classes, the 

bioavailability upgrade space is relied upon to develop at a 

consistent pace. Truth is told, since 2010, over 4,000 

articles, assessing different bioavailability improvement 

advancements have been distributed over a few presumed 

diaries. Likewise, over 6,000 licenses have been recorded 

post-2010, giving a critical logical push to the 

advancement of novel methodologies. Bioequivalence 

reads are significant for the advancement of a 

pharmaceutical arrangement in the pharmaceutical 

business.  

Their method of reasoning is the observing of 

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics parameters after 

the organization of tried medications. There are huge 

number of publications about bioavailability and bio 

equivalence worldwide, united states stands first in that with 

above 2000 publications and china with 950 publications 

and Germany with 650, and japan with 450 publications 

and Canada publishes 450 and India publishes around 400 

publications and rest countries like Spain, united kingdom, 

south Korea, France, Netherlands are between 200 - 350 

publications. 
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